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Alpha Technologies Federal
Data Center as a Service (DCaaS)

Alpha Technologies has a world class Data Center (DC1) staffed and supported by world class
technology experts. Alpha Technology can provide a wide range of Information technology and Data
Center Services and meet customer expectations through the use of Service Level Agreements and
contract reviews. Alpha’s technology experts are constantly examining data center transformation
and consolidation environments and can quickly suggest how to address and support shrinking
Federal and Commercial IT budgets. Alpha Technologies DcaaS solution sets offer reduced costs
and improve client business values and operational readiness while maintaining a continuous high
level of service.

Alpha Technologies Data Center as a Service (DCaaS) technology solutions can easily provision any
physical data center facilities requirements and Infrastructure needs for any Federal or Commercial
client. Clients can rent or lease access to Alpha’s “state of the art” DC1 using the servers,
networking, storage and other computing resources on premises inside Alpha’s highly secure DC1.
As a DCaaS service provider, Alpha can, readily pick up the business of a client that faces a lack of
power or cooling, lack of physical space, lack of experienced IT knowledge, or a significantly reduced
operational budget. By turning to Alpha, clients can essentially outsource a portion or all of their data
center processing needs to the experienced staff and expertise of Alpha Technologies DC1.

Alpha Technologies Federal can:

1. Help agencies develop action plans to consolidate, reduce spending, become more efficient, and
reduce overhead operational costs
2. Help agencies to co-locate small and mid-tier infrastructure components in a consolidated data
center or take advantage of Aplha’s DCaaS DC1
3. Help Government agencies conduct asset inventories of their hardware and software
infrastructure components and recommend DCaaS alternatives
4. Help agencies with consolidation and cloud planning within DC1 DCaaS solution ste to improve
performance and utilization metrics, reduce operational and resource costs
5. Provide Executive and expert technical level advisory services to improve operational efficiencies
within Alpha’s DCaas offerings
6. Develop strategic planning to support an agencies overall IT modernization mandates and
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operational improvement requirements
7. Provides certified technical and advisory experts supporting the ITIL framework
Alpha Federal Technologies DCaaS is a utility computing service where Alpha provides its data
center infrastructure and facilities for rent or lease to its federal and commercial customers. Alpha
can provide a dedicated network, servers, storage and can engineer for scalability , cost efficiencies,
reliability and security. This model allows clients to ‘own’ infrastructure at alpha’s DC1 on an OPEX
basis thus avoiding upfront costs via CAPEX. This model is perfect for any resource-intensive and
fast changing computing environments.
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